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a b s t r a c t

This study aims to quantify and develop a deeper understanding of the parameters
that underpin the development of a new, predictive, microscopic model of pedestrian
movement with the potential to accurately reflect the complexity of flow dynamics now
and into the future. It presents the results and analyses of two single file experiments
designed to quantify the physical space taken up by the extent of a person’s stepping
movement (maximum step extent) and the minimum distance between points of
inter-person contact (contact buffer) across a range of walking speeds.

The experiments successfully used high-resolution optical motion capture and en-
hanced video analysis to quantify the dynamic changes in gait and spatial parameters,
which were manifested as overlapping steps, and changes to step extent, step length,
step frequency, and contact distance. The sum of the step extent and contact buffer,
at different speeds, was found to be within a few centimetres of the inter-person
distance (headway), leading to the conclusion that these parameters are therefore
key components for the derivation of inter-person spacing and, hence, overall crowd
movement. The work informs the longer term aim of developing the mathematical
model which has the potential to include pedestrian demographics, walking ability and
cognitive capabilities.
©2022 TheAuthors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CCBY

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Walking is a primary mode of transportation. It is a critical requirement to design the built environment to cater for the
afe evacuation and efficient movement of pedestrians, particularly in our increasingly populated urban settings. The study
f pedestrian movement is an interdisciplinary field in which a variety of methodological approaches have been adopted
o model pedestrian dynamics in an effort to optimise crowd flow in the real world. These approaches range from the
pplication of ‘‘macroscopic’’ [1] or ‘‘mesoscopic’’ [2] models, where the crowd is characterised by averaged quantities such
s density, velocity and flow, producing well-known ‘fundamental’ diagrams—to more ‘‘microscopic’’ models [3], where
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edestrians are modelled individually, but traditionally still use relatively standard aggregate parameters of movement,
stablished many years ago.
Globally we are an ageing society with virtually every country in the world experiencing growth in the numbers and

ercentages of older persons [4]. Obesity has also become increasingly common [5]. Increasing numbers of older people,
ndividuals who are obese, and those with mobility and other impairments have the potential to significantly impact
low dynamics [6–8]. Indeed, researchers who formulated the long established and commonly used speed/flow/density
elationships (fundamental diagrams) in pedestrian movement [9,10] have recently questioned the suitability of such
ut-dated relationships to accurately characterise the flow dynamics of diverse building populations of today [11]. It
s therefore increasingly important that we develop predictive, microscopic models of movement that are capable of
haracterising diverse individuals, their movement and interactions with others, i.e., models which can accurately reflect
he complexity of flow dynamics now and in the future [12].

Our previous work [8] developed a preliminary ‘‘movement adaption’’ model for crowd flow (summarised below) that
reaks down inter-person distance (aka headway) into component biomechanical variables derived from step length and
he distance observed between pedestrians, anticipating that these variables may vary according to age and mobility
estrictions, among other factors. Implementation of this model on initial benchmark datasets (derived from [7]) has
hown that it can produce predictions of different walking speeds and different flow rates as a function of inter-person
istance, depending on age and other demographics [8]. However, much more work is needed in order to corroborate
nd inform future developments. The main objective of this study was therefore to quantify and develop a deeper
nderstanding of the parameters that underpin the model and their interrelationships. In so doing, we explored different
easurement approaches to quantify the parameters under investigation.

.1. Theory: analysing the movement and adaption components of crowd flow

[8] described the initial prototyping work for analysing the step movement and contact adaption to relate to crowd
ovement analysis. The basic principle of the analysis, illustrated in Fig. 1, is that inter-person distance between people

n single file flow may consist of the sum of:
• maximum step extent: the maximum physical space taken up by the extent of a person’s step movement action

measured from the rearmost point of a person’s back foot to the foremost point of the front foot), for a given step cycle.
ote that, in normal walking, the step extent will never be equal to the sum of the step length plus foot length because
he heels are never simultaneously in contact with the floor unless the person is at a standstill.

• minimum contact distance: the minimum distance measured between the closest points of potential contact (toe to
eel in single file flow), where space may be left to adapt to changes in movement ahead, identified as ‘‘contact buffer’’.
Therefore, the inter-person distance between two people A and B is expressed as the contact buffer + the mean of the

aximum step extents of both people.
The basic equations of movement are defined thus:

During the gait cycle: Cb = min(Cd) (1)

Se(max) = A(St + fl) (2)

For two people with identical gait: IPD = Se(max) + Cb (3)

For two different people A, B: IPD = µSe(max) {PersonA, PersonB} + Cb (4)

q =
V
IPD

(5)

where the parameters are:

• Cd = the distance between potential heel/toe contact points, tracked through its variation during the gait cycle, and
referred to as the ‘contact distance’

• Cb = the minimum contact distance tracked during a gait cycle, and referred to as the ‘‘contact buffer’’
• IPD = the inter-person distance between the centroids of people, sometimes measured at the head, shoulder or hip

level of people walking
• Se is the ‘step extent’, measured from the rearmost point of the heel to the foremost point of the toe during the step

cycle
• Se(max) is the maximum ‘step extent’ measured during the step cycle, measured from the rearmost point of the heel

to the foremost point of the toe, related to step length and foot length
• µSe(max) {PersonA, PersonB} is the mean ‘max. step extent’ of Person A and Person B
• A = the proportion of the sum of step length and foot length evaluating to maximum ‘step extent’
• Sl is the standard measure of step length, defined as the distance between two successive heel strikes on the ground

for a pedestrian, during one gait cycle of a single step.
• f = is foot length
l

2
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Fig. 1. The step extent and contact distance components in single file crowd flow (showing experimental markers as circles).

• q = flow rate (people/second)
• V = walking speed.

Early explorations [8] of these parameters highlighted the potential value of breaking down individual and inter-person
gait into its constituent parts and understanding how these parts may ultimately affect overall flow (Eq. (5)), and be
modified for predictive purposes.

Several researchers have already explored some of these microscopic parameters and their interrelationships. For
example, the relationship between step length and speed has been studied in situations with and without longitudinal
interaction but with variable conclusions. [13] and [14] determined this relationship to be linear when there was
no longitudinal interaction, whilst others [15,16] established non-linear relationships. [17] also established a linear
relationship between step length and speed when there was longitudinal interaction (for speeds in the range 0.2 and
1.1 m/s and densities 0–1.2 ped/m). [18], however, explored the relationship in situations with and without longitudinal
interaction (for densities 0–1.7 ped/m) and concluded that a power function more reliably represented this relationship.

It is also known that individual characteristics such as age [19] and body height [20] may influence step length at given
speeds. The influence of height, however, may be reduced when there is longitudinally limited space, which might restrict
gait movement. For example, [21] concluded that, in cases without longitudinal interaction (densities ranging from 0.36
to 1.2 ped/m) the step length increased with height; however, when there was longitudinal interaction (densities ranging
from 1.2 to 2.35 ped/m), height had no perceivable influence on step length.

The relationship between speed and inter-person distance has also been explored, and is a key reference point for
checking parametric relationships. For example, [22] found a linear relationship between speed and inter-person distance
for speeds in the range approximately 0.15–1 m/s (densities in the range 0.87–1.96 ped/m). [7] explored the relationship
between speed and inter-person distance (headway) for young persons (16–18 years), older adults (45–73 years) and
mixed groups in the density range of 0.19 to 2.76 ped/m. They found that the nature of the relationship varied depending
on the age of the group. Furthermore, they also established that the point at which speed became independent of headway,
i.e., after which pedestrians walked at their preferred speeds (the free regime as defined by [17,23]) varied by group (1.1 m
for young group, 1.6 m for the older group and 2.9 m for the mixed group).

Comparison of our prototype model with experimental data [8] suggests that the model is capable of reproducing
appropriate trends with regards to speed and flow in single file movement. However, in order to further test and validate
3
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his model, more empirical data and understanding of the inter-relationships between the parameters of movement
re required. In particular, it is important to improve our understanding of the relationship between the gait cycle and
alking speed in crowded conditions. It is also important to further explore the relationship between inter-person distance
nd walking speed across a wider range of walking speeds. Of particular importance in confirming the model is the
uantification of the contact buffer (a parameter not defined, nor explored in other literature to date) across a range of
onditions and speeds and confirmation that the inter-person distance can indeed be considered as a sum of its constituent
arts, i.e., step extent plus contact buffer. The primary objective of this study was, therefore, to quantify the parameters
IPD, Se, Cb, S l, A) and their interrelationships and the related values of q and v in order to inform, validate, or modify the
roposed model.
A number of different experimental designs and data collection methods have been used to explore people/crowd

ovement. Many studies at the microscopic level have investigated the movement of people walking in single file at
ifferent densities which are varied by altering the number of individuals in a fixed path [7,18,21,22,24]). A common
pproach to data collection has been to use video capture from above, e.g., [18,21], [25] and/or perpendicular to the
athway ([22,24] with the possibility of triangulating to provide 3D measurements. Analysis is then conducted manually
frame by frame) or automatically using image processing software, e.g., Persias [26], PeTrack [7,27].

However, high accuracy measurements of biomechanical characteristics in individuals walking together is a consider-
ble challenge, given the distortions of 2D video analysis, possible tracking errors and occlusions in line-of-sight. Another,
lbeit less common approach, has been to utilise optical motion capture systems (e.g. Vicon or Qualisys) using passive or
ctive markers and infrared cameras to undertake 3D tracking of each person’s head position at high sampling rates [17].
hile this may be a more accurate quantification method, it is still vulnerable to line-of-sight issues. The spatial variables
eing targeted in this study, i.e., step extent, and in particular, contact buffer are on a relatively small scale, so tolerance
or error is low.

In this study, two different approaches were used to quantify individual and inter-person variables and their inter-
elationships across a range of walking speeds. The first experiment which was conducted at University College Dublin
UCD), Ireland, used high resolution 3D optical motion capture, with an accuracy of approximately +/−0.2 mm, in a
ingle-file laboratory experiment performed with a small number of individuals. In this experiment, researchers had
high degree of control. This enabled an in-depth exploration of changes in contact buffer and step extent across
arying, prescribed gait speeds. The conditions in this experiment were akin to a situation in which individuals have
bound velocity due to a slower leader but still have some freedom to choose the distance from their leader. The second
xperiment, which was conducted at Lund University, Sweden, used enhanced 2D video analysis to inspect a single file
xperiment. In these trials the number of participants varied, and the speeds of individuals were not controlled but rather
ere an artifact of the numbers and hence densities in the route. The same variables were measured in two different
xperimental conditions, with two different approaches in order to investigate the feasibility of capturing these variables
sing the more widely available 2D video analysis set-up.

. Methods

.1. Experiment A (UCD)

Experiment A describes the work carried out on UCD premises, using optical motion capture techniques to measure
arkers at different points on the bodies of the participants.

articipants:
Sixteen participants (aged 25–48 yrs) were recruited via a recruitment poster at the University College Dublin, Ireland.

articipants were not reimbursed for taking part, and also were excluded if they were carrying any acute lower limb
njuries.

quipment:
Gait parameters were recorded using the Cartesian Optoelectronic Dynamic Anthropometer (Codamotion) analysis

ystem (Charnwood Dynamics Ltd., Leicestershire, UK). The Codamotion system is a widely used tool that has proven
o be accurate and reliable in gait analysis research in capturing three-dimensional kinematics. The Codamotion system
aptures infrared light signals emitted by active markers that are attached to the body. Three CX1 CODA Sensor Units
receivers) were set up unilaterally to enable a 10 m ‘capture’ section of a 14 m walkway (Fig. 2a). Each participant wore
ix active markers—two on the right side of both feet (Fig. 2c), and two on the upper right upper limb/shoulder (one on
he right side and one on the left).

rocedure:
The participants were broken up into four groups of four subjects, such that the same experiment was run four times

n four separate occasions, with four participants in each experiment. There were only 24 markers available to run this
quipment, which enabled a pod of four persons at a time. Allocation into each group was random or based on participant
vailability. On arrival at the motion capture laboratory, each participant provided informed consent as per the ethical
pproval granted by UCD. The length of upper arm, leg, shoe was recorded for each participant along with shoulder and

ip width, height and weight. Six markers were attached to each person, one on the acromion process of the shoulder

4
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Fig. 2a. Schematic plan view of captured area.

Fig. 2b. Photo of walkway at UCD.

Fig. 2c. Codamotion markers on feet.
5
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Table 1
Experiment scenarios-number of participants and densities achieved.
Trial (repeats) No of participants Density (Persons/m)

A (3) 59 2.87
B (2) 49 2.38
C (2) 39 1.90
D (2) 29 1.41
E (4) 24 1.17
F (1) 19 0.92

and half-way down the upper arm; and two on the right side of each foot, i.e., the side that faced the cameras, at the
lateral aspect of the 5th metatarsal head and the posterior inferior lateral aspect of the heel for the right foot, and the
lateral aspect of the 1st metatarsal head and posterior inferior medial aspect of the heel for the left foot. Heel markers
were placed 3cms from the rear of shoe, accounted for in post-processing. These positions were chosen to optimise the
visibility of the markers during walking and because these positions have previously yielded reliable stepping parameters.

The participants were asked to walk at specific speeds, in single file. Five specific speeds were chosen based on a
eview of the literature for very slow (0.2 m/s), slow (0.5 m/s), normal (1.0 m/s), fast (1.3 m/s) and very fast (1.7 m/s)
alking speeds. The order of the speeds was randomised. The speed was controlled by one researcher walking in front
ho had practised pacing each speed, demonstrating excellent reliability, and who also listened to a metronome through
arphones. The four research participants walked in single file with the instruction to follow the leader at a comfortable
istance. Another researcher walked behind the four research participants so that each research participant was walking
n the same condition, i.e., one person in front and behind them. Two trials at each speed were carried out, resulting in
en walking trials for each group of 4 participants on a 14 m straight line walkway. The sequence of the data capture with
odaMotion was recorded at 100 Hz within the 10 m capture area (Fig. 2a).

ata Processing:
Using the Codamotion software, a stick figure model was set up using the marker set worn by each participant to

apture the data. The data was then exported to Excel. Inter-person distance was calculated using the distance between
he shoulder marker of one person and the shoulder marker of the person in front. The positions of the extremity of the
hoes were derived from the markers on the feet, from which contact buffer and step extent were calculated, as outlined
elow.

.2. Experiment B (Lund University)

Experiment B describes tests carried out at the Lund laboratory, with larger numbers of subjects, analysed by using
nhanced video analysis techniques, with virtual planes of measurement.

articipants:
Fifty-nine participants (aged 17–29 yrs, 22F; 37M)) were recruited via a recruitment poster at Lund University, Sweden.

articipants were rewarded with a cinema ticket each, for taking part, and were excluded if they were carrying any acute
ower limb injuries.

quipment:
The circuit comprised a 0.8 m wide path with a perimeter, measured at the centre line of 20.6 m, Fig. 3. Chairs were

sed to define the curved parts of the path, with the straight part of the path being defined by ropes (at the front, shown
n red in Fig. 3a)) and a room partition (at the back). Three cameras (Sony HDR-PJ780/Sony HDR-CX220) were used in
D resolution to capture movement: one on the inside of the circuit, one on the outside of the circuit and one placed
bove the straight section. The use of ropes and partitions in the 4 m straight parts of the route, i.e. the measurement
rea, created physical barriers whilst maximising visibility of the key measurement points for the cameras.
Participants were identified in the experiments by unique numbers which were tagged to their right arm. Adhesive

hite stickers were used as markers to pinpoint specific points of interest, i.e. shoulder, hip, knee, tip of toe and heel, to
acilitate the tracking for video analysis, Fig. 4b.

Procedure
On arrival at the test venue, participants went through a process of informed consent as recommended in the internal

thical review and risk analysis. Measurements were recorded of each participant’s height, shoe length, ankle height, thigh
ength and shank length, Fig. 4. Participants were then assigned to different trials, each of which were designed to generate
ix different densities. The number of participants and generated densities are summarised in Table 1. Participants were
nstructed to walk in single file as they would naturally do given the number of people around them, i.e. without
vertaking. The numbers of individuals, and hence the density, varied among the trials and the participants’ walking
peed varied accordingly.
Data Processing:
A software package, Farrascope, was custom-developed (by IAScience Ltd) to assist in the analysis of the videos in this

experiment. Farrascope uses perspective reduction techniques and radial lens adjustment to remove measurement losses
6
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Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of the circuit (dimensions in mm) showing measurement area (red) and camera positions. (b) photograph of circuit.

Fig. 4. (a) location of the tags attached to each participant and the dimensions measured: A (height), B (thigh length), C (shank length), D (ankle
height), E (foot length). (b) markers to facilitate video analysis.

from the distance and lens distortion of the camera and hence facilitate more accurate quantification of the movement
of identified points in the field of view of the fixed cameras.

The cameras were set up in position prior to the participants assembling for the tests. The videos recorded by the
amera placed outside the circuit were used to calibrate Farrascope, track participants, and extract data points in these
rials.

A 4.0 m × 1.0 m (in 0.5 m squares) grid was marked on the floor and test poles of 2 m height placed 3 m apart along
the floor grid markings were used to provide reference scaling points for scaling and verification of the measurement
system, Fig. 5. The measurement software has adjustments for radial distortion of the camera, in addition to supporting
multiple planes of measurement in the depth of the field of view. The analyses used up to five planes of measurement:
central along the marked pathway, 10 cm either side of the central line, to attempt to align with the planes of the left
and right feet movements, and the front and back of the 4 × 1 m rectangle marked on the floor with 16 0.5 m × 0.5 m
quares. This basic grid on the floor was used to provide multiple reference points for the planes of measurement in
rder to calibrate and verify the measurement processes. These grid lines were removed before starting trials. Prior to
he analysis of the videos, verification tests were undertaken to check the accuracy of identified screen coordinate values
gainst known real world measurements. Many points of reference were tested (mid-pole, floor etc.) and the accuracy
as found to be +1 cm with each pixel being less than 1 cm.
7
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Fig. 5. Location of poles and reference grid points for planar measurement.

Fig. 6. Screen image of Farrascope highlighting ‘‘cross-hairs’’ tracking pedestrian markers.

The analysis followed the walking cycle of each participant within the area of interest, i.e., the 4 m straight part of
he route. Each participant was tracked, one at a time, on a frame by frame approach to identify the heel strikes, point
f minimum contact distance between them and the person in front and positions of hip and shoulder. A visualisation of
he user interface of Farroscope showing markers being tracked is shown in Fig. 6.

It should be noted that, on occasions, markers became momentarily obstructed by an individual’s own or another
erson’s body parts. For example, a hip marker could be obstructed by an individual’s own arm or a foot marker may be
bstructed by another individual’s foot. On those occasions, the positioning of the marker was estimated by considering
he trajectory of the location of the marker immediately prior to, and immediately after, the time during which it was
8
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Fig. 7. Sample gait cycles, tracking heels of individuals A (ahead) and B (behind).

bstructed. The 3D dimensions for joint rotation, and changes in depth of field of view were not evaluated, in order to
inimise analytical complexity. For this study, the 2D tracking position values (x as longitudinal ‘distance’, y as ‘elevation’)
ere measured to evaluate the model parameters, i.e., step length, step extent, inter-person distance and contact distance.
Some sample traces were also carried out for every frame to visualise the full tracked stepping cycle and interaction

etween individuals. For illustrative purposes, Fig. 7 shows typical synchronous gait cycles for participant B (behind) and
articipant A (in front). Asynchronous gait cycles would be similar, albeit out of phase.
The step length, maximum step extent (heel to toe) and minimum contact distance (toe to heel) for each step

ycle was logged, and walking speed measured over the step cycle. The inter-person distance was also measured as
he distance between the hip marker of the follower and the leader. Each participant was tracked individually, so the
emographics could be cross-referenced against those recorded for each person at the outset. The number of recorded
oints, as expected, varied between the trials since participants in high-density trials tended to take shorter, and therefore
ore, steps within the measurement area compared to those in the low-density trials. This, however, meant an over-

epresentation of data points in the higher density (lower walking speed) trials with approximately one third of the data
oints being representative of walking speeds below 0.2 m/s.

.3. Calculations

In general, step lengths and step extents were normalised by the proportional adjustment of step for height or leg
ength, in the same standard way as other studies [16,18], for comparison purposes and to enable the results to be used
ater for populations with different heights or leg lengths. In Experiment A—UCD, data were normalised to the average
eight of 1.72 m (i.e. step lengths were multiplied by 1.72/participants height. In Experiment B—LUND, subjects were
ignificantly taller (1.82 m) and in order to reduce further variability, we measured each participant’s individual leg length,
o that we were able to normalise to the group mean leg length of 0.96 m instead. The implementation of more precise
ormalisation in the Lund data reflects a ‘‘learning’’ outcome of data processing from the UCD experiment. The Lund data
ould also, then, be further processed to normalise to the common height of 1.72 m that were used by most other studies
ncluding [21], and [16].

In both UCD and Lund experiments, the step length was measured as the distance between consecutive left/right
eel strikes. The walking speed was calculated by dividing the distance travelled by the marker on the body by the step
uration, with the shoulder marker being used at UCD and the hip at Lund. The speeds were, therefore, instantaneous
peeds measured in each step. The step frequency was calculated as the inverse of the measured step duration in seconds
or Lund, and by walking speed/step length for the UCD experiments, due to the slightly different methodologies of data
ollection. As a consequence of sampling at the step-cycle level, the charts of speed and step length may be more variable
9
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han group-trends of other studies, but they do enable us to study more microscopic effects, in relation to the movement
f each individual.
Gait analysis and crowd flow experiments commonly demonstrate a wide scatter of data above and below mean trend

ines, and can also be subject to sampling bias where a standard fit curve would be affected by higher or lower sampling
ver one particular range. Other researchers such as [23] and [7] tackled this by taking aggregate bands of inter-person
istance ranges, but banding by inter-person distance could prevent the charting of faster walking speeds, above the
verage preferred speed as slower and higher speeds in the same distance band become averaged out. Therefore, we
ggregated our results by bands of walking speed in order that we would develop trends which included the speeds of
he naturally faster participants. In order to calculate statistically meaningful trends which may be used for modelling
n later studies, we also systematically tested the following regression lines for charts: linear, log-normal, second-order
olynomial and third-order polynomial and stopped when the R2 value increased by less than 0.05 from one to the next.
ny exceptions to that rule are described and explained in the descriptive text accompanying each figure. For most charts,
e have also shown the basic data plots (without banding) in order to clearly illustrate the inherent variability of the
ampled data.

. Results

The results are laid out in four subsections:

3.1 the dynamic ‘‘gait cycle’’ of two pedestrians (to inform the quantification of the ‘‘movement’’ and ‘‘contact/adaption’’
spatial components).

3.2 the ‘‘step length and step extent’’ quantifying the space taken up by the walking process: measured as the maximum
step extent for each gait cycle (which is a function of the step length and foot length at an instantaneous point in
the step cycle)

3.3 the ‘‘contact distance’’ quantified between points of potential foot contact, with the minimum value identified
as the ‘‘contact buffer’’ representing the space left in between people for comfort and potential adaption to the
movement of others in front.

3.4 inter-person distance and the sum of the spatial components— to see how the movement and adaption compo-
nents may compare with the measured inter-person distances.

When reviewing the results in these subsections we have the core aims:

• develop an understanding of the basic dynamics,
• quantify both the physical space spanned by walking, and the ‘‘adaptive’’ space (‘‘buffer’’) between potential points

of contact,
• evaluate these components against the inter-person distances.
• develop an understanding of how effective the different forms of measurement were, and also what would then

comprise an effective strategy for future, related studies.

.1. Dynamic ‘‘gait cycle’’ of two pedestrians in close proximity

Fig. 8 illustrates one sample ‘‘tracking’’ process of the gait cycle of two participants ‘‘A’’ (representing the person ahead)
nd ‘‘B’’ (the person behind) in the higher-density trials at Lund University. For clarity, it only shows the hip-marker and
eel/ toe traces of the participants that were used to calculate the heel/toe contact and inter-person distances. Looking
t the two solid-line hip traces, we can see that person A was about half a metre into the area of measurement at time
zero’ with person B walking behind and entering about quarter of a second afterwards. This trace was chosen specifically
ecause it illustrates not only the dynamic nature of the interactions (during the step cycle) but also the magnitude of
hese variations at relatively close proximities.

In the higher-density trials, when participants were in very close proximity at lower speeds (∼0.5 m/s) it became
pparent that participants would adjust their gait very slightly sideways such that their heels and toes would overlap at
he furthest extent of the step, and this was also the case if they were at standstill. This was evident, for example, at 2.7 s,
n Fig. 8, when the toe trace of person B is further along the study area (1.6 m) than the heel of person A at about 1.4 m.
n this case, it is the right-toe of B which is ahead of the left heel of A, but we also sometimes observed the heels and toes
n the same side overlapping, with person B moving very slightly to one side to enable the step-cycle overlaps. These
‘overlaps’’ ultimately created negative contact distance values at the extent of the step cycle, which ultimately manifested
hemselves as slightly negative contact buffers in our charts.

Fig. 9 shows traces of the primary parameters under consideration at Lund, illustrating the variation of the heel-toe
ontact distance, the corresponding variations in step extent and the oscillations of inter-person distance (IPD) over time.
ote that the step extent shown is the average of Person A and Person B, in order to relate to the distance in between
he two individuals. This trace was chosen to demonstrate specific facets of the measurement process:

• the contact distance and step extent are approximately synchronised over each step cycle: the maximum step extent
occurs at or just after the minimum contact distance (0 to 0.2 s after).
10
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Fig. 8. Tracking heels of person A (ahead) and toes for person B (behind) – Experiment B – Lund.

• the inter-person distance oscillates above and below the mean (mean 72 cm +/−7 cm) usually peaking about a
quarter of a second before the step extent for each gait cycle.

• occasionally measurement errors are shown as small spikes (eg. at 1 s for the step extent) but this may sometimes
be due to the manual process of aligning a marker with the end of the foot which could be blurred from the motion.

• the minimum contact distance for each step cycle (the ‘contact buffer’) varies by a similar magnitude to the measured
inter-person distance. When ‘contact buffer’ is referred to across a spread of people and speeds, it usually represents
the average contact buffer, and the value can be slightly negative when gait-cycles partly overlap.

.2. Step frequency

The frequency of steps taken for the participants across the two experiments is shown in Fig. 10, in relation to
racked walking speed, with the trend being made more visible by using aggregated bands of 0.05 m/s (Fig. 10c). The
tep frequency has a higher variation at slower speeds than at higher speeds which reflects the more erratic nature
f walking or ‘shuffling’ in very congested situations. Fig. 10c also suggests that in the lower speed range (up to 0–
.4 m/s) participants in the UCD experiments had a lower step frequency, for a given speed, than participants in the Lund
xperiments; this is consistent with the results presented in Fig. 11c (where participants in the UCD experiments had a
onger step length for a given speed (Section 3.3)). The choices made by participants as to how to ‘achieve’ a given speed
ay reflect the different conditions of the two experiments i.e. in Lund the lower speeds were as a result of increased
ensity and participants had more ‘pressure’ from behind, whilst in the UCD experiments the participants were walking in
mall numbers and following a leader at the given speed. The magnitudes of the reduced walking speed and reduced step
requency observed in the UCD tests were similar to those observed by [28] in single-person ‘‘free walking’’ experiments,
here the range measured was 0.5 m/s to 2.0 m/s, which may further indicate the different nature of the two tests.
Because there were fewer people in the field of view, and less group pressure to move forward, the UCD subjects waited

or people in front to move further ahead before then taking a longer/faster step. Given that the speed measured was the
nstantaneous speed in one step cycle, there were occasions where the step speeds were higher than the average speed.
t should be noted that a few outlying values of 3.5 steps/second were regarded as sampling errors and were removed
rom the data sets.

.3. Step length and step extent

The usual measure for length of space occupied by locomotive movement in the gait cycle for single file flow is
tep length, which is measured between points of successive left/right heel strikes on the ground. It was important to
11
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Fig. 9. Tracking contact distance & step extent with gait cycles over time.

Fig. 10a. UCD step frequency vs speed data.

Fig. 10b. Lund step frequency vs speed data.
12
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Fig. 10c. Step frequency vs speed with data points aggregated in bands of 0.05 m/s.

Fig. 11a. UCD step length vs speed data.

measure the step length in both experiments to compare with each other and with previous studies. It is evident from
the measurements of step length in Figs. 11a and 11b that we oversampled at lower speeds (because we sampled every
step cycle, and there are more step cycles at lower speeds). Aggregated speed bands were therefore used to compensate
for sampling bias in the results.

Figs. 11a and 11b show that the data points plotted for the UCD experiment have a wider spread of values than for Lund
because the few participants were generally further apart, and less ‘pressured’ to keep a close distance. Visual inspection
of the videos suggested that there was less synchronisation of individual gait cycles in the Lund experiments, compared
to UCD, and this may be explored more quantitatively in future analyses. An actual increase in the point values for step
length below 0.175 m/s was further evidence of the more erratic and less ‘‘pressured’’ walking behaviour in the UCD
experiment, particularly at low speeds. For the UCD step length data we observed an actual increase in step length at low
speeds (less than 0.2 m/s). This at first seems unintuitive, but if we consider the step frequency at these low speeds for
the UCD data, Fig. 10a, we can see that it was extremely low at these speeds and it was observed that there was a much
greater tendency for ‘‘stop and go’’—essentially, that people would wait for nearly 25 cm space before stepping ahead.
Participants under these relaxed, non-constricted conditions often waited until they had a significant amount of space
13
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Fig. 11b. Lund step length vs speed data.

Fig. 11c. Step length vs speed (with normalised data, aggregated in 0.05 m/s speed bands).

o move into until they made any move forward, leading to a greater reduction of step frequency and lower reduction
f step length, when compared to Lund. In contrast, at higher speeds, we observed slightly shorter step lengths as they
pproached the end of the measurement area.
For the Lund data, the trends in the step length were more in line with expectations; the base curve polynomial fit

rends to only 4.6 cm for step length at zero speed, showing that people shuffled forwards by a few centimetres when
pace was available and also possibly shuffling their feet forwards and back occasionally.
It should also be noted that some experimental error is inevitable with video analysis at these low speeds because it

s not always possible to see the exact end of the toe and heel as step cycles overlap.
Comparison of the relationships between step length and walking speed established in this study with other studies,

ig. 12, suggests that the Lund curve (with the step length normalised to a (common average normalisation) height of
.72 m aligns closely with that of [29], [15] and [21].
While step length is measured over the duration of one step cycle, it is related to the instantaneous value of maximum

‘step extent’’. Fig. 1 showed a typical mid-density situation where the max. step extent would be similar to, but up to
0% less than the sum of the step extent and the foot length (from our observations). In addition, from Eq. (2), the ‘‘step
xtent’’ should (in theory) be exactly equal to foot length when the participants are standing still at zero speed.
Fig. 13 shows the step extent at different speeds for Lund and UCD experiments with best fit 2nd order polynomials.

ote that we did consider a 3rd order polynomial fit for these charts, but this did not provide any significant benefit in
2 value.
14
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Fig. 12. Step length vs speed trends in different studies (normalised to 1.72 m height).

Fig. 13a. UCD step extent vs speed data.

Fig. 13b. Lund step extent vs speed data.
15
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Fig. 13c. Step extent vs speed (with normalised data, aggregated in 0.05 m/s speed bands).

Fig. 13c indicates that, at higher speeds, the UCD participants’ steps were shorter than the Lund participants’ steps at
igher speeds; this is consistent with the shorter step lengths illustrated in Fig. 11c. There also appears to be a wider
pread of banded data at the higher speeds, but that could be at least partially caused by the lower sampling frequency at
he higher speeds. Fig. 10c shows how much the step frequency increased in the UCD experiments in order to compensate
or the flattening off of the step length at higher speeds. As Fig. 11 illustrates, the Lund data stopped at the naturally
omfortable speed of the participants, where no additional high speed trials were carried out, and enforced higher speeds
ould have been challenging to achieve in the experimental setup. Additionally, it is useful to note that the polynomial

itted intercept of step extent at zero speed is 0.327 m for the Lund tests, which is only 0.04 m greater than the average
hoe length, indicating that the movement for these tests showing that participants moved to a ‘‘short shuffle’’ when they
tarted moving, whereas UCD participants moved only when they had a larger space ahead.

he relationship between step extent, step length and foot length
Step extent is always expected to be less than the sum of the step length and foot length because it represents the

aximum extent of the step cycle at any given point in time, rather than the total extent of the step cycle measured
etween the times of consecutive heel/floor strikes. From Eq. (2), we can consider the step extent as a proportion of step
ength and foot length, and essentially that the ratio, i.e., factor ‘‘A’’ in Eq. (2) is equal to the step extent/(step length+foot
ength). This factor is of particular interest because it potentially enables us to consider the step length (which we know
s related to demographics such as height and age) as the basis to potentially derive the maximum step extent, and
otentially predict the ‘‘movement space’’ for different cohorts in future work.
The variation in this ratio (factor A) is illustrated in Fig. 14, and fit curves are applied in order that we can define

athematical derivations for the terms in Eq. (2), potentially relating to demographics. This enables maximum step extent
o be derived from step lengths (which have been measured and approximated for different cohorts). These data can then
otentially be used for predictive models of crowd movement in future work

.4. Contact distance and contact buffer

The ‘‘contact buffer’’ shown in Fig. 1 is measured as the minimum contact distance between heel and toe in these
ingle file flow tests, Eq. (1). It is postulated that this is the space that the pedestrian leaves to be able to cope with
udden changes in movement of the person ahead, and to adapt his or her own movement in order to avoid a collision
ontact; simply put, they maintain a distance such that they will not walk into the person in front. The contact distance
ill vary over the time of each step cycle, as shown previously in Fig. 9.
The contact buffer values (the minimum contact distance measured for each step cycle) are plotted in Fig. 15. It is

vident that there is considerable scatter in both experiments reflecting the variable nature of different individuals and
tep cycles. We had initially expected a lower scatter of data for the UCD experiment because of the relatively high
16
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Fig. 14. Step extent as a proportion of step length + foot length in speed bands.

Fig. 15a. UCD contact buffer vs speed data.

ccuracy of the motion-capture apparatus, but instead we observed a significantly higher scatter of data, which generally
eemed to be due to the more erratic, less constrained nature of the movement in the UCD experiments compared to
und.
The trends for contact buffer become clearer when the data is banded by speed. In general, there is a ‘‘flattening off’’

f the contact buffer towards the minimum value of natural, queued spacing at standstill. Multiple forms of regression fit
ere tested: linear, power, 2nd-order and 3rd order polynomials, but the best fit (highest R2 value) was achieved by using
two-line fit, with minimum value, and linear gradient, similar to the form tested in initial prototype work (Thompson
t al. 2020). The first set of points used for the constant minimum were chosen where the collective mean value yielded
n even number of points above and below the line, with a simple linear regression fitted for the points afterwards. It
hould be noted that the rising linear regression gradient (distance/speed) converts (by units) to a time, which may be
onsidered to be the time that a person leaves to allow them to adapt to the dynamic environment. This adaptive time
gradient) for rising walking speeds was 0.184 s for UCD data at speeds above 0.694 m/s, and 0.381 s for Lund data above
.386 m/s, as people transitioned from low-frequency shuffling to more regular walking. The UCD gradient was potentially
owered by the final, lower value at 1.95 m/s, where only 6 points were aggregated.

It can be observed that higher contact buffers were observed in the UCD experiment compared to Lund for speeds
elow approx 1.1 m/s. Once again the likely reasons for this are the low number of participants in the UCD experiment
17
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Fig. 15b. Lund contact buffer vs speed data.

Fig. 15c. Contact buffer vs speed (with data aggregated in 0.05 m/s speed bands).

and the less pressured nature of the experimental protocols; in UCD participants were free to choose when to move at
their own speed behind the leader, but Lund participants were subject to different density conditions and ‘pressured’ by
other individuals. It is also evident that in the Lund experiments at speeds below 0.4 m/s, the contact buffer is negative,
representing an overlap between the steps of the leaders and followers.

3.5. Inter-person distance and the sum of the spatial components

Inter-person distance (IPD) vs speed. The inter-person distances were measured between hip markers of Person A to Person
B for the Lund experiments and between the shoulder markers for the UCD experiments. These values were sampled at
the same time as the maximum step extent for each step cycle, and are illustrated in Fig. 16.

The positive linear relationship between inter-person distance and speed yielded a reasonable statistical fit in the
Lund experiments. The ‘‘stop and go’’ movements in the UCD tests may have contributed to a lower value of R2 in the
18
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Fig. 16a. UCD IPD vs speed data.

Fig. 16b. Lund IPD vs speed data.

tatistical fit for a linear regression here. A comparison of the relationship established in this study to that of others
for inter-person distances < 1.1 m) is illustrated in Fig. 17. It should be noted that other researchers measured inter-
erson distance in different ways, for example Cao et al. measured head-to-head distance of participants, and banded by
nter-person distance.

It is evident that there is a much greater IPD for UCD participants at lower speeds, again due to the fact that we
ad a smaller sample of participants (only 4) in the area of study, and there was less ‘‘pressure’’ to move forwards and
mple space to keep comfortable distances; often participants waited for comfortable space ahead before starting to move,
reating the aforementioned ‘‘stop and go’’ patterns. Encouragingly, the Lund results seem to fit quite well within the
pread of other experimental studies.
Table 2 lists the gradient and intercept (at zero speed) of the linear fit for IPD vs speed in different studies.
The gradient, as interpreted before by [22,23] and [7], is expressed with the units of time and named ‘‘adaption time’’

y [17]. This value can show the sensitivity of the person behind to the distance from the person in front. The gradients
or the Swedish (Lund) experiments and the French [17] experiments are very close (within 0.02 s).

The intercept represents the minimum inter-person distance at standstill conditions. The intercept value for the Lund
ingle file experiment is very similar to the results of the experiment conducted by [22] and close to the results of
xperiments conducted by [17]. This value (0.35 m) is greater than the studies conducted by [24] and [7] that have very
lose IPD gradient values (0.22s and 0.25s respectively). This could be a result of the differences in body size, height (body
imensions of Europeans tend to be slightly larger than statistically averaged Chinese and Indian body dimensions [30]
nd cultural norms. It should also be mentioned that participants in [24] study were only males. Interestingly, for the
hinese and Indian tests, if we subtract the foot length from IPD at standstill (intercept) we see negative distance values
hich may indicate overlapping steps at high densities.
19
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Fig. 16c. Inter-person distance vs speed (with data aggregated in 0.05 m/s speed bands).

Table 2
Lists the gradient and intercept(at zero speed) of the linear fit for IPD vs speed in different studies.
Reference (Country) Cohort IPD/speed

(gradient, s)
IPD at standstill
(intercept, m)

UCD, this paper (Ireland) Students 0.25 0.81
Lund, this paper (Sweden) Students 0.77 0.35
[7] (China) Young students 0.69 0.25

Young + elderly mix 1.31 0.25
[23] (France) Male + female mix,

young adult
0.75 0.45

[22] (Germany) Students and staff 1.06 0.36
[24] (India) Male grad. students &

technical staff
0.89 0.22

3.5.1. Comparing inter-person distance with the sum of the ‘‘step extent and contact buffer’’
Fig. 18 illustrates the tracking of the inter-person distance (using the hip markers) of the same two sample participants

hown in Fig. 9 in the Lund experiments whilst in the measurement area. The trace shows the degree of experimental
ariation that can occur for the same two people in the same sample over time. This chart also shows the contact buffer +
tep extent (average of max. for Persons A and B) to illustrate how the time-based addition of the ‘‘sum of the components’’
atches the inter-person distance (Eq. (4)). While the inter-person distance varies by about 0.15 m during the period, and

he sum of the step extent and contact distance varies by 0.25 m, these cycles of variation are not exactly synchronised.
good example of the synchronisation of the two plotted values is shown during the first full step cycle between 0.5

nd 1.4 s, two traces overlap closely during the centre of the step cycle. The step cycles tracked afterwards show a wider
ariation, due to variations in stance and gait cycle.
Figs. 19a and 19b illustrate the testing of Eq. (3), by showing the sum of the contact buffers and maximum step extents

or the step cycles, plotted with the measured inter-person distances (sampled across all our tests, at the same times for
und data and UCD respectively).
20
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Fig. 17. Inter-person distance (IPD) vs speed trends in different studies.

Fig. 18. Tracking Inter-person distance (IPD) and the sum of Cd and Se over time.

Fig. 19a shows an encouraging alignment between the sum of the components (‘‘maximum step extent + contact
buffer’’) and the measured IPD (+/−5 cm) at speeds below 0.3 m/s and above 1.15 m/s in the Lund experiments. Some
wider variations were observed in the mid-range of speeds.

Fig. 19b shows a wider disparity between the measured inter-person distance and the sum of the spatial components
(nearly 30 cm), which may be a consequence of the erratic nature of the ‘‘stop and go’’ behaviour of the participants in
their less congested surroundings.
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Fig. 19a. Comparing inter-person distance with spatial components for Lund data.

Fig. 19b. Comparing inter-person distance with spatial components for UCD data.

The average of the distances between the banded values across the trials show the ‘‘sum of the components’’ to
e 4.3 cm and 3.1 cm lower than the measured IPD for the Lund data (video capture) and UCD data (motion capture)
espectively. These results are encouraging, especially given that we know that there will be some experimental errors
ausing a few centimetres variation, described in the Lund test methods.

. Discussion

eviewing the outcomes of measuring the step extent and contact buffer
Other studies into crowd movement have generally analysed a selection of the inter-person distance, crowd flow, crowd

peed or step length, but this paper highlights the importance of quantifying the two separate components of stepping
ovement and contact space together. To be able to measure these components and find that they sum, on average, to a
22
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alue within a few centimetres of the inter-person distance may be regarded as a successful outcome, especially given the
xperimental limitations. It is also encouraging that the Lund results seemed to recreate the step length trends observed
y other researchers, while further quantifying the components of step extent and contact buffer.
The UCD experiments did not reflect congested conditions because of the small number of test subjects and the

ontrolled walking speeds, but rather reflected a situation akin to a situation in which individuals have a bound velocity
ue to a slower leader but still have some freedom to choose the distance from their leader. Although the inter-person
istances could be small, the same psychological pressure on occupants in a crowd to move forward did not exist in
hese sparsely populated scenarios. They were, however, successful in showing that the experimental equipment enabled
he measurement of the contact buffer and step extent. Additionally, while the magnitude of the contact buffer and step
xtents varied significantly from the Lund tests, they did show forms of similar statistical trends. Budget and equipment
vailability were the main reasons why these markers were not fitted for large scale tests.
The Lund tests showed good alignment with similar tests, for step length changes with walking speed in congested

pace. It is anticipated that the form of the step extent and contact buffer charts, developed from these tests may form
he basis of work for wider applications. The equations for the fit curves were included for every chart in order that
hese components could be implemented in future computer models. If future mathematical or computer models are
ased on step extent and contact buffer, then these two components may be related to age and demographics, which
ould allow the field to begin deriving crowd movement from the base demographics of the populations. For example,
he step extent formulae are based on normalised values, which could be re-normalised to a different person’s height.
he preferred walking speeds are known for different cohorts (young, elderly, children, mixed ability etc. described by
31]) and it may also be possible to adapt the curve fit in Fig. 15 to a minimum contact-distance with rising linear fit. The
inear relationship of speed and distance converts to time, and it might then be possible to relate that contact-spacing to
ognitive and biomechanical response time.

xperimental limitations, accuracy, and further development
Between the two sets of experiments, we did achieve the desired outcome: demonstrating the successful use of new or

dapted techniques to measure more detailed components of pedestrian dynamics than previously quantified. However,
e considered data accuracy issues and limitations which are described below.
In the UCD experiments, using optical motion sensors:

• were more quantitatively accurate than the video analysis experiments with each point being approx. +/−0.2 mm
(dividing receiver resolution by the capture area length); these automatically collected data points were not prone
to any manual error that may be associated with the marker identification process in the video analysis adopted in
the Lund experiments.

• used the marker at the acromion process (shoulder) to calculate inter-person distance, as this marker was in view
almost all of the time. There may have been as much as +/−2 cm variation through oscillations in stance and torso
rotation at specific times. However, this was both positive and negative around the data set, which should, to some
extent, be statistically counteracted by the adoption of the aggregated data bands in the charts.

• encountered very occasional occlusion artefacts, which were compensated by the data capture software using spline
interpolation to estimate the missing points. This only happened on rare occasions, and is not considered to be of
computational significance.

• only allowed for 4 participants to be tracked at any time due to constraints on the number of markers available.
Practicalities aside, more participants could potentially be measured in a larger capture volume, but their scope
would remain within single-file flow analyses.

n the Lund experiments, using video capture and analysis:

• the optical accuracy of measurement was +/−1 cm for the video processing to quantify visually clear body or foot
edges, with one screen pixel-width usually representing less than 1 cm.

• despite extensive training with the same researcher, on-screen manual clicking of the markers may have introduced
some errors. For example, the heel and toe measurements were manually identified at the tip of the toe and the back
of the heel, rather than the marker, for better accuracy to use directly in the model. This may have caused errors in
calculating the step length and step extent. The feet were often moving quite quickly and were sometimes blurred,
so manual judgement calls needed to be made when locating feet-end extents. These errors may be in the range of
approximately +/1–2 cm.

• additional possible errors may be observed with the coordinate system, defined in 2 dimensions, i.e. in the middle of
the path through the walking direction (x) and the height (y). Therefore, there was no depth axis, but instead different
discrete measurement planes, at different distances from the camera. Participants’ legs rarely aligned perfectly with
these ideal measurement planes, but having multiple planes of measurement (for left foot, right foot/shoulder) at
least attempted to compensate for the variable field of depth. We did do multiple measurement cross checks with
known points of measurement on camera, and the measurements were within +/−1–2 cm centimetres.

he Lund video processing could be further improved by:
23
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• using higher quality video cameras, with a higher resolution (eg. 4 k), faster frame rate and shutter speed to remove
motion blur. It would also be interesting to investigate the effects of changing camera positions to reduce radial
distortion effects.

• using small high-visibility circular markers at the very ends of the shoes which might be easily and (more
importantly) automatically tracked on camera to make more of the data collection more automatic and less open to
human error or bias.

n previous studies, inter-person distances have been measured from different points i.e. head to head (often termed
eadway), hip to hip or shoulder to shoulder. In Experiment B (Lund University), for higher densities, upper body rotation
as observed when participants occasionally communicated or viewed the circular path ahead (verified by separate pilot
ye-tracking recordings undertaken as part of this experiment, unpublished). No significant differences were observed
hen comparing average inter-person distances using the shoulder or hip markers in this experiment — variations in
pper and lower body segments expected to cancel each other out. We decided to use the hip marker for better accuracy in
xamining steps individually. Given that the shoulder marker was used to determine inter-person distance in Experiment
(UCD), we recognise that absolute comparisons between experiments would pose a problem, and we did not seek to
o this statistically. The use of both aggregated bands and applying a best fit curve for both studies are intended to
ompensate for that.
Additional studies for wider flow were carried out at Lund, with cameras on both sides, and these are being further

eveloped. The system can be expanded to wider flows, potentially up to two lanes, using two cameras synchronised with
verhead cameras to measure multi-lane flow. In those scenarios, the torso, shoulder and arm distances may need to be
onsidered as potential points of contact, so will be expected to be more complex. Quantifying the additional components
nd lane formations in wider flow are a clear, natural, future development of these investigations.

. Conclusions

These two novel experiments have successfully quantified the parameters of pedestrian movement identified as step
xtent, contact distance (varying during the gait cycle), and contact buffer (minimum contact distance) in addition to their
elationship with the established variables of walking speed, step length and inter-person distance.

The step length, step extent and contact buffer all increased with increased walking speeds, as people transitioned
rom shuffling to more natural gait movement, in less congested conditions. The quantification of the parameters and
heir inter-relationships showed that the:

- step length and step frequency both increased to achieve greater walking speeds (Figs. 10c and 11c).
- step extent decreased from 100% to 92% of step length as walking speed increased to 1.3 m/s (the mean unimpeded
walking speed) (Fig. 14) in the single loop tests at Lund. The reduction in step extent was less pronounced in
the single-line tests (at UCD) for all speeds, likely due to the less congested surrounding conditions within the
experiments.

- contact buffer was observed to be a negative and constant value at low speeds and high density, due to overlapping
steps (Fig. 8) and ‘‘shuffling’’ behaviour in the Lund tests.

- an ‘adaption time’ of 0.38 s was derived from the linear gradient of contact buffer versus walking speed as people
transitioned to slightly higher walking speeds, in reduced congestion in the measured section of the loop at Lund.
This confirms that adaption time should therefore be part of the future development of the mathematical model.

- inter-person distance closely aligns to the sum of the maximum step extent and the contact buffer (within the variance
of experimental error and the gait cycle oscillations) which shows encouraging agreement with the proposed
mathematical model.

he basic mathematical model can incorporate best fit equations for the parametric relationships (Figs. 11c, 14, 13c,
5c, 16c), which has positive implications for future modelling. Step length is related to the demographics of height, leg
ength, age and walking ability, and these factors will therefore be used to inform the model. In addition, it is anticipated
hat adaption time will be related to age and cognitive abilities, as it is in traffic flow. Therefore, these factors may be
ncorporated into the model such that inter-person distances, crowd speed, and crowd flow may potentially be estimated
or different population demographics. While the mathematical model can potentially incorporate demographics, further
xperimental work is required to quantify the values in relation to these differing demographics parameters. Future
evelopments of the model and parameters will be aligned with updates to experiments and processes, for validation
nd verification purposes.
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